RARE INTERVIEW WITH FAMOUS HARVARD SQUARE TURKEY

Now that temperatures are starting to cool down in Cambridge, we wanted to get the scoop on how one of the square’s most iconic figures is handling this fall weather. Hare Today took a walk with everyone’s favorite turkey to get his thoughts.

Hare Today: So what do you make of this weather?

Turkey: *ruffles feathers*

Hare Today: Oh, you’re already quite cold?

Turkey: *squawks*

Hare Today: We’ll take that as a yes. Now what kind of fall fashion have you seen during your daily strut down DeWolfe Street?

Turkey: *starts waddling away*

Hare Today: No, Turkey! Come back!

*chases Turkey*

Okay buddy, I see you’re playing hard-to-get. But we’re on a deadline here… can you help us out and give us a memorable quote?

Turkey: *starts waddling directly towards the Hare Today reporter*

Hare Today: Whoa there buddy, not too close!

Turkey: *keeps waddling towards the Hare Today reporter*

Hare Today: Okay, okay, I get that you don’t really want to talk, but how about a nice quote about your thoughts on next month’s Thanksgiving holiday?

Turkey: *ruffles feathers violently and speeds up waddle towards the Hare Today reporter*

Hare Today: Sorry, Turkey! Don’t hurt me!!!!

*drops notepad and sprints in opposite direction*

According to other sources, the Turkey was next seen laughing to himself, “Glad I scared those bunnies away.”
Leverett House to Move South for the Winter

In this year of sweeping change on campus, one particularly big change has flown under the radar. Leverett House is moving south for the winter.

After years of being battered by brutal weather every winter, the powers that be decided to stop repeating the pattern. “We realized that if we stay here, we’re just going to get pounded again by a horrible New England winter,” says Ho-Co relocation chair Claire Jung ’18. “Instead, we decided to take matters into our own hands this time. Chief got on board pretty quick, and after that, it was only a matter of finding a good winter spot.”

After several weeks of sifting through the options, the House settled on Florida – specifically, Clearwater beach in southern Florida. “We got a great deal and it’s actually much closer than California,” explains Jung. “Plus there’s no drought!”

The plan is to disassemble the Towers and McKinlock over winter break and move them, brick-by-brick, to Florida. “We thought about just renting a new space in Florida,” says Ho-Co relocation assistant Miles Jenkins ’18, “but we thought kids would really like to stay in their own rooms, with their own stuff, and maintain that homey feel, even a thousand miles away.”

Students will spend the first few months of the spring semester in their new warm-weather digs, and then Leverett will be transported back to Cambridge during spring break. If successful, Chief hopes that winter relocation will become an annual tradition. “A lot of Houses brag about their amenities, but no other House cares enough about their students to shield them from the harshest winter months.”

There will, of course, be a few wrinkles for students. Leverites will be highly encouraged to take classes that are recorded. Classes that don’t meet at all are also recommended. Students are encouraged to budget a full two days to get to the Quad (up from the official Hare Today recommendation of a day and a half).

At press time, Paul was seen numbering the bricks on McKinlock in preparation for the move.

MYSTERY QUOTE:

“And Crispin Crispian shall ne’er go by, from this day to the ending of the world, but we in it shall be remember’d, we few, we happy few, we band of brothers.”
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